Roller Blind Installation Guide –

Inside Fit option

Parts
1. Installation bracket (Same bracket used for inside and face fitting)
2. Installation Screw (2 per bracket, Square head)

Inside Fit option
Step 1
Bracket positioning
You will be provided with 2 installation brackets
1. Chain end bracket
2. Pin end bracket

Chain end Bracket

Pin end Bracket

Determine where in the window frame the blind is going to be installed. You will see
that the brackets supplied are narrower than the component on either end of the blind.

It is important that when you position the brackets on the window frame you allow at
least 10mm from any surface on the window frame so that the Chain and pin end on
either end of the blind are not obstructed and will fit in the brackets correctly.

Step 2
Firstly turn the plastic disc on the pin end to retract the pin (this will prevent the pin
scratching the pain on the window sill as you lift the blind into position)

Lift the blind up inserting the chain end on to the tongue projecting out from the brackets
making sure it sit in the slot at the end of the Chain end component.

Once the chain end is located correctly, move the Pin end, turn the clear disc the opposite
way to extend the pin and locate it in the hole in the bracket.

Step 3
Once the blind is in position test the blind to make sure that it rolls up and down correctly by
pulling on the chain.

Roller Blind Installation Guide –

Face Fit option

Parts
1. Installation bracket (Same bracket used for inside and face fitting)
2. Installation Screw (2 per bracket, Square head)

Step 1
Bracket positioning
You will be provided with 2 installation brackets
1. Chain end bracket
2. Pin end bracket

Chain end Bracket

Pin end Bracket

Determine where on the face of the window frame the blind is going to be installed.
Install the brackets in the position you have measured from.
It is safer to install the chain end bracket first and either measure across to ensure that
the other bracket is in the correct position.

Step 2
Firstly turn the plastic disc on the pin end to retract the pin (this will prevent the pin
scratching the pain on the window sill as you lift the blind into position)

Lift the blind up inserting the chain end on to the tongue projecting out from the brackets
making sure it sit in the slot at the end of the Chain end component.

Once the chain end is located correctly, move the Pin end, turn the clear disc the opposite
way to extend the pin and locate it in the hole in the bracket.

Step 3
Once the blind is in position, test the blind to make sure that it rolls up and down correctly
by pulling on the chain.

